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ABSTRACT

Cloud providers use automated watchdogs or monitors to continuously observe service availability and to proactively report incidents when system performance degrades. Improper monitoring can lead to delays in the detection and mitigation of production incidents, which can be extremely expensive in terms of customer impacts and manual toil from engineering resources. Therefore, a systematic understanding of the pitfalls in current monitoring practices and how they can lead to production incidents is crucial for ensuring continuous reliability of cloud services.

In this work, we carefully study the production incidents from the past year at Microsoft to understand the monitoring gaps in a hyperscale cloud platform. We conduct an extensive empirical study to answer: (1) What are the major causes of failures in early detection of production incidents and what are the steps taken for mitigation, (2) What is the impact of failures in early detection, (3) How do we recommend best monitoring practices for different services, and (4) How can we leverage the insights from this study to enhance the reliability of the cloud services. This study provides a deeper understanding of existing monitoring gaps in cloud platforms, uncover interesting insights and provide guidance for best monitoring practices for ensuring continuous reliability.
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1 INTRODUCTION

At Microsoft, we operate at a massive scale with over thousands of internal and external cloud services that are deployed over 60 regions across the world and used by hundreds of millions of users. Continuous availability of such services is essential in ensuring customer satisfaction and business revenue. Despite significant continuous reliability effort, production incidents or failures occur, inevitably. Such incidents can adversely affect the customers and can be expensive in terms of engineering resources and manual effort required to mitigate their impact. Therefore, early detection and mitigation of such incidents, before their impact reaches customers, is vital. Therefore, service providers develop automated watchdogs to continuously monitor for service health degradation so as to proactively detect and mitigate incidents before their impact reaches customers.

Service owners often create scenario-specific monitors in an ad-hoc fashion, mostly by following fix items after an incident is resolved. While existing monitors can proactively detect majority of the incidents, there are gaps that lead to two major issues: (1) lack of effective monitors, which causes missing the detection of early symptoms of incidents (referred to as miss-detection) and (2) abundance of not-so-useful monitors that are created by many sub teams in ad-hoc ways, causing non-actionable or flood of alerts. We need a deeper understanding of the existing monitoring systems of hyperscale cloud platforms to identifying the right trade-off for jointly reducing miss-detection and flooding alerts together. Empirical studies have been an important tool to gain such deep understanding and for generating useful insights.

In recent years, several empirical studies have been conducted for understanding efficiency and reliability aspect of cloud services. Liu et al. [32] analyzed incidents from Microsoft Azure for identifying common root causes caused by software bugs. In a similar direction, a recent work [18] holistically analyzed production incidents from Microsoft Teams service to identify common root cause and mitigation steps, and propose insights for improving incident management lifecycle. Several other empirical studies [19, 20, 28, 33] analyze specific types of open-source software bugs, which usually arises from small-scale cloud systems. However, progress remains slow in understanding the optimal detection mechanism of large-scale cloud services. Zhao et al. [48] conducted an empirical study to analyze the alert storm or flooding alerts from a large commercial bank system, and provide an algorithm to detect alert storms, cluster similar alerts and finally recommending a small set of unique
alerts to reduce engineering efforts. However, they did not provide any insights on situations where the detection of an incident has been missed. In this paper, we holistically study the existing monitoring system of more than 300 services from Microsoft to understand the common causes of miss-detection of incidents and to generate insights for effective guidance of intelligent monitoring systems.

Specifically, we carefully study close to a thousand incidents with monitor-related repair items to generate key insights for “what to monitor” and “how to monitor”, so as to improve existing cloud monitoring systems. Through extensive manual analysis and pseudo-labelling using state-of-the-art machine learning techniques, we identify the broader categories of reasons behind miss-detection of incidents. We observe that for more than 40% of the cases a relevant monitor was not present, whereas for 30% of the cases, existing monitors have either incorrect logic set up or missing appropriate signals or telemetry data. We then analyze the impact of these miss-detection on service performance and engineering efforts required to mitigate those incidents. We observe that a significant portion (27%) of these miss-detected incidents lead to outages or customer impacts.

To further investigate the underlying patterns that govern these miss-detection, we correlate these broader categories of causes with various service properties, including functionality, service-level indicators, number of dependencies and maturity of a service. We observe that service functionality strongly affects the distribution of miss-detection related monitoring problems. Moreover, we identify that the maturity of the service strongly determines the “what to monitor” aspect, while the number of external dependencies determine the “how to monitor” aspect. Finally, by performing multi-dimensional cross-correlation with associative rule mining, we generate concrete insights and monitor related suggestions to specific services based on their functionality and other properties.

In summary, we make the following key contributions:

(1) We present a large-scale empirical study of production incidents, with a particular focus on uncovering the monitoring gaps that exists in the cloud platforms. We adopt a two-step process while labelling the data, consisting of human annotation and pseudo-labelling using state-of-the-art ML models. We propose the use of instance selection methods, instead of random, for selecting data for manual annotation.

(2) We develop a taxonomy for major causes of miss-detection and analyze their impact on service performance.

(3) By correlating various service properties with major causes of miss-detection, we uncover useful patterns regarding monitoring gaps for specific types of services.

(4) By using a multi-dimensional cross-correlation analysis between multiple service properties and the gaps in monitoring, we highlighted various insights and suggestions that can be considered when designing efficient monitors for cloud services.

2 BACKGROUND

Production incidents inevitably occur in large-scale cloud services and often severely impact the customer experience. An incident lifecycle typically has the following four stages: (1) Detection: The first step is to generate an alert when an anomalous system behavior is observed. (2) Triaging: Once an incident is detected, it is routed to appropriate engineering team after an initial assessment. (3) Diagnosis: The incident diagnosis and root cause identification process requires iterative communication between on-call engineers (OCEs) inspecting the different aspects of the issue. (4) Mitigation: To recover the service health, several actions are taken by OCEs to mitigate the problem.

Early detection of anomalous behavior or symptoms can significantly reduce customer impact and accelerate the incident resolution process. Production incidents at Microsoft are either detected by automated system watchdogs that continuously monitor the service health and telemetry data, or reported by users (internal or external). Automated watchdogs or monitors are ubiquitous in cloud services and are widely used to automate the task of service health monitoring. Service owners or developers often use their expertise and domain knowledge to create monitors with specific alert logic and anomaly detection algorithms. Cloud services record information about their health in the form of run-time telemetry, which serve as signals to be analyzed for detecting anomalies. Besides the signal, monitors consist of multiple predicates which constitute the alerting logic. If the signal satisfies the condition for an alert, an incident is raised with an appropriate severity level. The severity of incidents can range from 0 to 4, where severity 0 incidents are the most critical and impactful.

To evaluate the state of existing monitors within Microsoft, we study incidents raised from more than 300 services over a period of one year in 2022. The performance of existing monitors could be evaluated in two-ways: (1) whether they generate a flood of false alarms or transient incidents; and (2) whether they are able to detect incidents in a timely and accurate manner.

We begin by evaluating the first aspect above. We say that a monitor has generated a false alarm if it has reported an incident that was ignored (i.e., not investigated) by OCEs. In Figure 1(a), we demonstrate the percentage of false positive incidents generated by various services. Although majority of the services have low proportions of incidents that were not investigated, there are a considerable number of services with a high proportion of uninvestigated incidents due to the fact that those services could own monitors that are continuously generating low-priority incidents. Therefore, we further evaluate the performance of existing monitors owned by a particular service. We assume that a monitor is non-actionable if less than 10% of its generated incidents are investigated by OCEs. In Figure 1(b), we show the percentage of non-actionable monitors owned by various services. We observe that while monitors from more than 60% of services indeed generate actionable incidents, there exists a few services for which more than half of their monitors need to be modified or depreciated. While flood of false positives increases the volume of incidents and sometimes manual efforts are spend on similar incidents in parallel, this challenge can be tackled to some extend with efficient similar incident linking algorithms [13, 48].

On the other hand, gaps in monitoring system can lead to miss-detection of anomalous behaviour and thus failed to raise an incident proactively. As those incidents need to be reported by humans, this could often lead to customer impact and severe effect. Furthermore, as human reported incidents might miss specific details, logs
and telemetry data regarding the incidents, it can lead to longer time-to-mitigate (TTM) and additional engineering efforts. Figure 1(c) delineates the proportion of incidents (across 306 services in year 2022) detected by monitors and other sources. While majority (96.7%) of the incidents were detected by monitors, we still observe several human (either by customers or internal engineers) reported incidents. Moreover, in some cases, although incidents are detected by monitors, they failed to detect the “early symptoms” proactively that lead to cascading effects on service performance. Therefore, we conducted a comprehensive empirical study on more than 950 incidents (arising from more than 300 services) to holistically understand the gaps in existing monitoring systems that lead to delay in detection or missing an incident entirely, and generate insights and suggestions for intelligent monitor management.

Problem Setting. In order to understand the monitoring gaps in large-scale cloud services, we consider production incidents that occurred at Microsoft over a period of 1 year (from Jan 1, 2022 - December 1, 2022). Every production incident is recorded a central database, along with information such as incident title, summary, severity level, discussion entries among OCEs, root cause and mitigation details, repair items assigned to developer teams. Postmortem reports are often created for high severity incidents (e.g., outages, live site incidents). The postmortem report includes additional details such as a set of “why” questions (e.g., why detection was delayed?) and their answers explaining the specifics and uniqueness of the incident. In addition, postmortem reports might have additional discussion on what could be improved in the detection and mitigation as a lessons learnt for future. These are identified as repair items. In this empirical study, we utilize all this information to understand the major underlying problems that lead to miss-detection of cloud incidents, in a timely and accurate manner.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we explain the data curation and labelling methodologies used for conducting the empirical analysis.

3.1 Data Curation for Empirical Study
For our empirical study, we consider repair items that were created over a duration of 1 year (Jan 1, 2022 - Jan 1, 2023). To filter monitoring-related repair items, we make use of a keyword-based filtering method. We manually examined the 25 most frequently occurring unigrams in all the repair-item texts, and identified keywords, such as “alert”, “SLI” (Service-Level Indicator), etc. that effectively filtered monitor related repair items. Additionally, we select repair items that (1) have associated postmortem reports, (2) are resolved, i.e., the repair items are fully implemented, and (3) have associated code changes that are fully implemented. These conditions ensure that we select items that involve repairs (i.e., they were not aborted) and can identify the exact changes made because of each repair item. These filters generate a total of 973 repair items for our study.

3.2 Data Labelling for Empirical Study
Given that we have multiple data sources - incident summary, postmortem report and repair items, manually consolidating all the information and manually annotating all 973 repair items requires significant human effort. Therefore, we adopt a two-step approach, where we sample a subset to be manually labelled, and then use the labelled subset to pseudo-label the remaining repair items (see Fig. 2 for summarized steps). This is a common approach adopted for limiting the need for labelled data [5]. Most studies typically use a random selection for the subset. However, using a random subset does not guarantee selection of representative and diverse samples in the subset. Selecting diverse samples is especially essential when sampling from imbalanced datasets to ensure that all classes have been included in the selected subset [15, 38]. However, the classes and class imbalance cannot be known apriori before manual annotation. Further, use of representative and diverse labelled samples enhances the performance of pseudo-labelling algorithms [7, 24, 44]. Therefore, we propose the use of the vote-k [24] instance selection algorithm to sample 200 representative and diverse samples from the set of all 973 repair items. We compare the diversity and representativeness of our selected sample against that of 200 randomly selected samples, using the DIV-I [16] and REPR scores [16, 50], respectively. The REPR score is calculated as the average cosine similarity with the 10 nearest instances from the entire subset (973), averaged for all instances in the selected subset. The higher the REPR score, the more representative the selected subset. The DIV-I score is calculated as the inverse of average of the minimum Euclidean distance for each point in the un-selected set from the selected subset. Higher values for DIV-I score indicates a diverse selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>REPR score</th>
<th>Div-I score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.2953</td>
<td>0.2925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote-k selection</td>
<td>0.2994</td>
<td>0.3659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that our selected samples are much more diverse than a random subset. Although the absolute differences in the scores are small, similar differences yielded significant (8-10%) improvements in pseudo-labelling [24]. This subset is then manually labelled using the strategy mentioned below.

3.2.1 Manual Labelling Strategy. We use the open coding approach [43] to manually label the data points. We first randomize the data and split it into 3 sets: the taxonomy, validation and label sets. The taxonomy set (30% of the total data) is used to initially identify classes based on what annotators perceive as the most appropriate labels and agree on the taxonomy. The validation set (20%) is used to make sure no new labels emerged, when we considered more data. Finally, the label set (remaining 50%) is labelled by each annotator independently and is used to evaluate if the annotators agree on the labels. This agreement is reported using the Cohen-Kappa score [14]. The final score observed during the open-coding of repair items was 0.95, which indicates a near-perfect agreement between the annotators. The disagreements in the labels were largely because of multiple changes being made in the repair items. They were settled by examining the major action taken in the repair items, for example, creation of new alerts may incorporate creation of signals.

3.2.2 Pseudo-Labelling using LLMs. The remaining 773 items were then pseudo-labelled using the manually labelled subset of 200 repair items. Since large language models (LLMs) such as GPT-3 and GPT-3.5 have been shown to be very effective few-shot learners...
Although the model reported an accuracy of 72.9% on manually verifying labels for 773 items requires significant manual effort and time. We use the vote-k algorithm [24] to further select the most representative and diverse samples and manually validate their labels. Finally, we combine the manually labelled data (200) and the manually validated pseudo-labelled data (400) for the empirical study. The use of the vote-k algorithm ensures that we have selected the most diverse and representative examples and have not missed any critical classes of monitoring. We have also verified that the distribution of the various dimensions that we consider in our study are similar for the selected (600) and overall (973) sets. 1

4 RESULTS FROM EMPIRICAL STUDY

Through this empirical study, we aim to understand the notion of miss-detection in cloud services. We say that a production incident is miss-detected if no existing monitors have detected (and reported)

![Figure 1: Number of services at various proportions of non-engagement (a) incidents; and (b) monitors. (c) Distribution of incidents detected by various sources.](image)

its early symptoms; instead, the incident was reported by customers, by service owners or other monitors only after a significant impact. We answer the following research questions -

- What are the major causes of miss-detections?
- What are the impacts of miss-detections?
- How do the problems of miss-detection vary with various service properties?

4.1 Causes of Miss-detection

We identify six major categories of reasons behind the miss-detection of production incidents:

1. **Missing/improper signal**: Key metrics/telemetry required for diagnosis or for creating new alerts are missing.
2. **Missing monitor/alert**: Required metrics/telemetry were available, but there were no monitors/alerts for the incident’s scope/environment/scenario.
3. **Improper monitor coverage**: Existing monitors do not cover/capture the incident.
4. **Incorrect alerting logic**: Existing monitors have configuration bugs even though their alerting logic is correct (e.g., a threshold is too high).
5. **Buggy monitor**: Existing monitors have configuration bugs even though their alerting logic is correct (e.g. they fail to use a new version of metrics for alerting).
6. **Others**: Incorrect/inadequate documentation for alert enrichment and for technical support guides to assist on-call
engineers. This information about monitors/alerts is often needed when assessing the state of existing monitoring. The mitigation actions from each category can help in enhanced monitoring of services. Fig. 3 summarizes the broad classes of miss-detection and their relationships. It must be noted that besides these classes, we also had a Not relevant class to accommodate for items that were not monitoring problems but were included in the set incorrectly because of the keyword based filtering. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the broad classes that result in the miss-detection of incidents.

![Figure 4: Major classes of miss detection](image)

From Fig. 4, "Missing monitor/alert" is an overwhelming majority among all classes, accounting for more than 40% of all miss-detection problems. This indicates that for cloud services, the "what to monitor" question does not have a straightforward answer and despite the existing efforts, the answer is not clear. Further, the next major class is "Missing/improper signal", which hints the need to set up the signals on which new monitors are created. ~10% of existing monitors have improper coverage that need to be extended to detect incidents, whereas ~13% of the monitors require their alerting logic to be reviewed. ~6.5% of the data is not relevant, which corroborates with the accuracy of the keyword-based filtering method.

**Takeaway 1**

"What to monitor" in cloud services is unclear and leads to misses in incident detection.

In order to gain a greater insight into the broad classes, we further sub labelled each classes at a finer granularity.

**Missing monitor/alert:** Around 40% of repairs after miss detection aims to create new monitors and alerts. We observe the following sub classes within the new monitors created:

1. **Add a new health check** (28.7%): where new monitors/alerts are added to check the health of services, e.g. availability of services and latency of requests,
2. **Add authentication check** (6.96%), where new monitors/alerts are added regarding certificates, authorizations and permissions, e.g. alerts if certificates are expired,
3. **Add integration check** (7.83%), which monitors the availability of dependencies,
4. **Add capacity check** (11.3%), which adds new alerts for utilization of resources and finite-sized components and
5. **Add scenario check** (45.22%), which adds new alerts/monitors on a very service-specific behaviour. These alerts have a very niche coverage.

**Improper monitor coverage:** Extending the coverage of existing monitor is performed in the following ways: (1) **Severity extension** (25.86%), where higher severity alerts are added for scenarios with existing lower severity extensions. This helps in correctly gauging the impact of the anomaly detected by the monitor. (2) **Breadth extension** (13.79%), where existing alerts are extended to similar scenarios e.g. extending alerts in an environment to others, (3) **Scenario extension** (53.45%), where new alerts need to be added within existing monitors for service-specific scope that was not being covered earlier, and (4) **Granularity extension** (6.9%), where the scope of the monitor is made more granular, e.g. splitting an HTTP request monitor in separate monitors for GET, POST, PUT and DELETE requests.

**Incorrect monitoring logic:** The alerting logic of existing monitors is modified in one of the following ways: (1) **Modify signal** (14.29%), where the signal from which the anomaly / incident is identified is modified, e.g. including HTTP status codes in metrics, (2) **Modify time window** (7.14%), where the signal lookback window considered in detecting incidents is modified, e.g. monitoring the number of 5xx HTTP requests in the last 15 mins, instead of 30 mins, (3) **Modify threshold** (15.87%), where the threshold of the signal is modified, e.g. alerting if the number of 5xx requests in the last 15 minutes are more than 5000, instead of 10000, (4) **Modify severity** (21.42%), where the severity of the alert is modified, (5) **Debug logic implementation** (21.43%), where the proposed logic is correct, but has a bug in implementation, e.g. using the correct version of the signal to alert on, and (6) **Extend alerting logic** (17.14%), where the existing logic missed out on capturing some aspects of the anomaly detection, and requires extensions.

New signals are added either to be used for creating new monitors, or for capturing telemetry for faster diagnosis by the On-Call Engineer (OCE). Repairs made for "Buggy monitor" involve changes to pipeline and version modifications.

### 4.2 Impact of Miss-detection

In this section, we analyze the impact of the miss-detection in terms of their criticality (% of outages), human effort needed and urgency of fixing the repair items.

#### 4.2.1 Distribution of Outages with Respect to the Major Causes of Miss-detection

A significant 27.25% of incidents associated with miss detection led to outages. Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the percentage of incidents in each monitoring class that lead to outages.

It reveals that incorrect monitoring logic and technical support guides around alerts are leading classes that surface in outages related to miss-detection. This gives us the crucial insight that only including various aspects of cloud services under monitor coverage is not sufficient to detect outage-causing incidents; the alerting logic needs to be thoroughly validated to detect potential outage-causing incidents early, before they magnify their impact and are seen as outages. Further, in many cases it was seen that for an outage, a corresponding lower severity incident was detected first, but due to the lack of TSGs and information on why the alert was triggered,
Therefore, maintaining TSGs and proper documentation about the logic helps reduce the TTM (as can be seen for "Incorrect monitoring documentation on the technical interpretation of these indicators. The TTM is particularly high for cases where no signals and alerts are needed to prevent persistent lower-severity incidents from escalating to outages.

**Takeaway 2**

Validating the alerting logic and maintaining trouble shooting guides are necessary to detect and mitigate incidents early and prevent them from escalating to an outage.

### 4.2.2 How long does it take to detect and mitigate the incidents caused by each class?

Customer and engineer reported incidents, on average take, ~10.7x and 9.96x times longer to be detected than monitor reported incidents. This average has been calculated after removing 10% outliers (5% on each side) in order to prevent skewing of results and to ensure robustness. Around 10% of the customer-reported incidents took more than 46x more time to be detected than the average time of monitor-reported incidents. This reinforces the importance of monitors for the timely detection of cloud incidents. Moreover, customer reported incidents took ~3.75x longer to be mitigated than monitor-detected incidents. Hence, early detection of incidents, before they cause customer impact, is vital.

Fig. 5(b) shows the variation of TTD and TTM across the mitigation steps suggested to avoid miss-detection of incidents. The figure reveals that the largest TTDs are seen for incidents where monitors/signals are missing. The presence of monitoring reduces the TTD (as can be seen for “Incorrect monitoring logic”, “Debug monitor”, etc.). The TTM is particularly high for cases where no signal and documentation is available. This is because it is difficult to diagnose an incident without the proper telemetry/indicators and documentation on the technical interpretation of these indicators. Similarly to TTD, presence of signals, monitoring and documentation helps reduce the TTM (as can be seen for “Incorrect monitoring logic” and “Buggy monitor”).

**Takeaway 3**

Presence of appropriate signals and monitoring helps in timely detection and mitigation of incidents. Faster mitigation also requires proper documentation such as trouble shooting guides.

### 4.2.3 Urgency of the Repair Items Identified from Miss-detected Incidents

Based on urgency and feasibility of implementation, repair items actions item may either be low, medium or high priority. The explicit definition and time-frames for priority varies for various service teams, however, short-term is the most urgent, followed by medium and long-terms.

Fig. 5(c) shows the distribution of repair priorities against various mitigation actions. More than 85% of all repair actions in each class are either high or medium priority (with high priority being more than 50% in all classes), which demonstrates the urgency of the monitoring problem. Action items demanding documentation and modification to alerting logic are the most critical ones (with the highest % of high priorities and lowest % of low priority repair items). This corroborates well with the fact that misses in detection due to these two classes frequently led to outages, and therefore, these aspects of monitors require immediate repair. More than 50% of repair items in the “Missing monitor/alert” class have a high priority which indicates that “what to monitor” is an major problem for the monitoring cloud services, that requires immediate attention. Repairs in the “Others” category are primarily high priority, probably because of the feasibility of adding documentation, whereas those in the “Missing signal” category have relatively more medium priority. This may be because of the fact that addition of new signals involve significant code changes, in terms of the metrics that it records and emits, and that may not be feasible immediately.

**Takeaway 4**

More than 85% of all repair items are either high or medium priority, based on their urgency and feasibility. Modifications to alert logic, despite being a complicated problem, has more than 90% repairs requiring urgent attention; more than 50%...
we draw insights about the correlation between service property and the miss-detection classes in each group. Then, we check if the distribution for the service group is different from the overall distribution using chi-squared tests [37] at a 5% significance level (95% confidence interval). The service property affects the distribution of miss-detection classes if we reject the null hypothesis of the chi-squared test and the distribution of service group does not follow the overall distribution. For such groups, we draw insights about the correlation between service property and the miss-detection classes. For other groups, the variations in classes of miss-detection are not statistically significant to draw conclusions about them. We consider 5 different aspects of cloud services: service functionality, maturity of the service in the lifecycle, the number of service dependencies, whether or not the service is self-sufficient, and the Service Level Indicators (SLIs) of the service. These service properties are available from the internal directory.

4.3 Miss-detection and Service Properties

In the following sections, we analyze the distribution of the broad class of miss-detection with respect to the service properties. The general methodology followed here, is that for each service property, we group similar services together based on that property and consider the distribution of miss-detection classes in each group. Then, we check if the distribution for the service group is different from the overall distribution using chi-squared tests [37] at a 5% significance level (95% confidence interval). The service property affects the distribution of miss-detection classes if we reject the null hypothesis of the chi-squared test and the distribution of service group does not follow the overall distribution. For such groups, we draw insights about the correlation between service property and the miss-detection classes. For other groups, the variations in classes of miss-detection are not statistically significant to draw conclusions about them. We consider 5 different aspects of cloud services: service functionality, maturity of the service in the lifecycle, the number of service dependencies, whether or not the service is self-sufficient, and the Service Level Indicators (SLIs) of the service. These service properties are available from the internal directory.

4.3.1 Functionality of Service. In order to correlate functionality of the service with the causes for miss-detection, we consider the description of the service functionality, and cluster services that have similar functionality together. This was done using Agglomerative Clustering [34], which hierarchically groups services with similar functionality together. This clustering was performed using BERT-based embeddings of the service description. Using the dendrogram, 13 clusters of service functionality were identified. In order to understand the common functionality of services within a cluster, we performed topic-modelling within each cluster using the algorithm specified in Zhang et al. [47] to extract the underlying themes of each cluster. Further, we manually examine topic models and corresponding services to uncover intuitive meaning for each cluster. Fig. 6 shows the distributions of the broad monitoring classes against each cluster of service functionality.

![Figure 6: Major causes of miss-detection and corresponding priorities of the repair items created](image)

Clusters 11 and 12 largely contain Revenue and Finance related services - Cluster 12 contains services for Financial Data Management and Payment Gateway Services, which involve financial analytics, whereas Cluster 11 consists of FinOps services, which provide functionalities such as Fraud Detection, ERP, etc. For services in both these clusters, there is a very low (close to 0) proportion of monitoring misses due to missing signals, which uncovers the fact that the existing signals used in financial services are adequate for effective monitoring. However, Financial Data Management services face significant coverage issues with their monitors. At the same time, FinOps services have a much higher proportion of missing monitors (>60%) and bugs in the existing monitors.

Cluster 10 largely contains services for Data Management & Analytics for Monitoring and ML. This includes data services that record and process the runtime telemetry of cloud services, thereby helping in monitoring, and data services for Machine Learning. While these services have a relatively lesser proportion of missing monitors, the majority of new monitors were added for health checks. However, their monitors suffer from more problems with improper coverage.

Cluster 9 includes Real-Time Communication (RTC) services which provide chat-bots, user chat and collaboration services. For these services, appropriate monitoring logic has a much higher importance as compared to other services, which indicates that configuring monitors with the correct logic is essential in RTC services for timely detection of cloud incidents. Specifically, configuring the correct threshold is required. In addition to this, adding new monitors for health checks is an overwhelming majority of the repairs done to create new monitors. Assessing the health of various components in a reliable manner is of paramount importance in RTC services. Notably, they have very few issues with buggy monitors or monitor coverage.

Cluster 7 consists of application platforms that deliver business apps and service handling their lifecycle operations. More than 80% of all problems in Cluster 7 are because of missing signals and monitors. This can be largely attributed to the complexity of these services. “What to monitor” is crucial for such complex services, because health checks are the majority among the monitors required. They do not face any issues with monitoring logic and documentation, which can probably be attributed to the lack of monitoring.

Cluster 6 includes services for ML Compute and Inference. These services often face issues about missing monitors and documentations, which indicates that the existing coverage and logic used for monitoring these services are adequate, however these services are not adequately monitored. The new monitors required are for capacity and integration tests. There are no repairs for health checks and authentication tests.

Cluster 3 (Network and IoT services) involves a lot of documentations issues whereas Cluster 1 services (mostly provide interfaces or act as a middle layer) do not face any issues with monitor coverage and very few issues with monitor bugs! Majority of the alerting logic repairs in both clusters involve modification of severity to gauge the impact of cloud incidents correctly.

In all clusters, missing monitors is the major reason for missing detection of cloud incidents.

**Takeaway 5**

The core functionality of the service strongly affects the distribution of monitoring problems that led to misses in
we observe that the average number of repairs per service due to
with respect to the number of dependencies of services. Firstly,
of broader classes of miss-detection varies with the number of
improper monitoring increases, as the number of dependencies
increases. However, from statistical tests, it was observed that the
distributions are different for services with 30-45 dependencies
and >75 dependencies. For these services, we observe - Monitor
coverage is unclear in services with 30-45 dependencies. For smaller
services, the coverage is well-defined and for larger services, usually
explicit rules are set about when to create new monitors, and when
to extend existing ones. For services with 30-45 dependencies, it
is not clear whether to create new monitors or extend existing
ones, and therefore, suffer from higher proportion of coverage
problems. This is corroborated by the fact that majority of the
coverage issues in these services are scenario extensions, therefore,
for service-specific scenarios, whether to create new monitors or
extend existing ones is unclear.

The proportion of buggy monitors is small for services with
lower number of dependencies, and increases as services become
larger and incorporate more dependencies.

Improper monitoring logic remains a persistent problem irre-
spective of the number of dependencies. However, the nature of the
problems varies significantly. For services with < 15 dependencies,
detecting cloud incidents. Missing monitors remains the primary
cause, irrespective of the service functionality. However,
what was missed in monitoring, is again determined by the service functionality

4.3.2 Maturity of Services. Based on its current stage, a service
can be categorized into 4 stages - (1) In Development, (2) Preview
(Private or Public), (3) Generally Available, or (4) Closing Down.
Here, we analyze the broad classes of monitoring problems with
respect to the maturity of a service in its life cycle (Fig. 7).

\[ \frac{\text{Proportion of buggy monitors}}{\text{Proportion of missing monitors}} \]

Figure 7: Major causes of miss-detection and corresponding
service lifecycle stage

From the statistical tests, distributions for In Development Ser-
vice and services in preview (private or public) were different from
the overall distribution. We observe that In development services
do not face any coverage problems in their monitors. This can be
attributed to the fact that they are still under development and the
coverage gets fine-tuned as the service is exposed to larger
audiences. This is reinforced by the fact that services in preview
have the largest proportion of coverage issues among all stages in
the service lifecycle. The proportion of buggy monitors increases
as the service matures. Although, missing monitors remains the
major monitoring problem throughout the lifecycle, the nature of
monitors added varies as the service progresses through various
life-cycle stages. New monitors are added in developing services
for scenario, health and authentication tests. There are no new
monitors added for capacity or integration testing. Monitors that
check the health of dependencies (integration testing) are added in
services in preview, and as the service is made generally available,
capacity testing is also included. New monitors added in closing
services are majorly for authentication tests.

Takeaway 6
The current stage of the service in its life-cycle strongly
determines the “what to monitor” aspect of cloud services.

4.3.3 Number of Dependencies of Service. Here, we uncover trends
with respect to the number of dependencies of services. Firstly,
we observe that the average number of repairs per service due to
improper monitoring increases, as the number of dependencies
increases (as shown in Fig 8(a)). This can be attributed to the fact
that as the number of dependencies increases, the service has to
keep track of the health of multiple components, which complicates
the monitoring scenario. Fig 8(b) demonstrates how the distribution
of broader classes of miss-detection varies with the number of
dependencies. However, from statistical tests, it was observed that the
distributions are different for services with 30-45 dependencies
and >75 dependencies. For these services, we observe - Monitor
coverage is unclear in services with 30-45 dependencies. For smaller
services, the coverage is well-defined and for larger services, usually
explicit rules are set about when to create new monitors, and when
to extend existing ones. For services with 30-45 dependencies, it
is not clear whether to create new monitors or extend existing
ones, and therefore, suffer from higher proportion of coverage
problems. This is corroborated by the fact that majority of the
coverage issues in these services are scenario extensions, therefore,
for service-specific scenarios, whether to create new monitors or
extend existing ones is unclear.

The proportion of buggy monitors is small for services with
lower number of dependencies, and increases as services become
larger and incorporate more dependencies.

Improper monitoring logic remains a persistent problem irre-
spective of the number of dependencies. However, the nature of the
problems varies significantly. For services with < 15 dependencies,
detecting cloud incidents. Missing monitors remains the primary
cause, irrespective of the service functionality. However,
what was missed in monitoring, is again determined by the service functionality

4.3.4 Whether or not the Service has SLA. Here, we compare and
contrast the distribution of monitoring problems for services that have a Service-Level Agreement (SLA) vs services that dont. Here, we adopt a different methodology for deriving insights. Instead of
comparing the distribution of each class against the overall distrib-
ution, we compare the distributions of SLA vs no SLA services
against each other. The statistical test reveals the distributions for
both classes are different. However, it can be visually seen that the
proportion of some classes (“Improper monitoring logic” and
“Buggy monitor”) are similar in both distributions, therefore, the
difference in distributions comes only from a few classes.

Takeaway 7
The dependencies of a service determine the “how to moni-
tor” aspect of monitoring. Based on the number of dependen-
cies of the service, various components of the monitoring
logic assume central importance.

\[ \frac{\text{Proportion of buggy monitors}}{\text{Proportion of missing monitors}} \]
with cloud services and the causes of miss detection. Each cloud service SLIs that is continuously monitored. Using the same clustering service SLIs of the following aspects - Availability, Latency, Success Rate, Capacity and Interruption Rate. In order to evaluate the service performance for these objectives, each service has multiple metrics (SLIs) that is continuously monitored. Using the same clustering method as Sec. 4.3.1, we cluster services based on the metrics that they monitor. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of broad classes of miss detection against the SLI clusters. We make the following observations - Cluster-3 in Fig.9 largely consists of services where majority of the metrics monitor the health of dependencies. This indicates that the service deals with multiple dependencies, and therefore alerting logic is a significantly larger problem. Cluster-5 in Fig.9 has services where majority of the metrics track system-level information. These services do not face any problems with alerting logic or documentation, but face significantly more buggy monitors. Since these services collect system-level metrics, any change in the system configuration translates to an update in the monitor configuration too. Cluster-7 in Fig.9 has services that largely monitor on infrastructure-related metrics face a significantly higher proportion of documentation and alert enrichment issues.

4.4 Multi-dimensional Correlation Analysis

In this section, we summarize the insights by correlating different service property analysis from Section 4 and discuss potential opportunities for ensuring service reliability. In short, we answer the following questions: (1) What are the immediate recommendations to avoid miss-detection of production incidents across different services and (2) how can we leverage the insights from this study towards an intelligent framework to ensure the reliability and availability of cloud services.

4.4.1 What are the Immediate Recommendations for cloud Services to Avoid Miss-detection of Production Incidents? Empirical study in Section 4 shows significant correlation between the major causes of miss-detection and services properties. To correlate multiple service properties with causes of miss-detection, we use the F-P growth algorithm for associative rule mining [1, 23] and derive associative rules. Lift of the associative rule is proportional to the likeliness of the all items occurring together in the rule. An increasing value of lift is relatively associated with the increase of other measures such as confidence and support and value of more than 1 reflects the strength of association rule [8]. Here we use “lift” to evaluate rules and provide only those rules with relatively higher values of lift.

The insights based on the association between different service properties and miss-detection classes are as follows:

1. Network and IoT services (Cluster 3) that depend on 45-60 services should improve documentation issues. These services are often Generally available and monitors a lot of infrastructure metrics (lift = 20). Network and IoT services with 45-60 service dependencies are advised to ensure the presence of proper monitoring and alerts (lift = 14.8).
2. Generally available services that depend on 60-75 services should ensure proper monitoring logic (lift = 4.7).
3. Services that monitor Cluster 2 SLIs (includes metrics for pipeline failures and capacity thresholds) should ensure proper monitoring coverage. This is often evident for orchestration services that manage infrastructure (lift = 11.7).
4. Data management services (Cluster 10) that depend on 30-45 services frequently face issues with missing monitors are advised to ensure the existence of appropriate alerts (lift = 13).
5. Generally available services such as Web App, user-facing services (Cluster 5) and data management, analytic services

Figure 9: Distribution of broad classes against clusters of service SLIs

Figure 8: (a) Count of the repair items and number of service in each #dependencies bucket; (b) Distribution of broad classes against #dependencies buckets; (c) Distribution of broad classes against proportion of services having SLA.

Takeaway 8

Existence of an SLA on a cloud service performance only ensures the presence of monitors and documentation. The configuration and coverage of monitors in services with SLA still requires significant repairs.
The associative rules and the corresponding lift values are as follows: 

(Cluster 10) are advised to ensure proper monitor configuration (lift = 2.1 and 2).

(6) Services with dependencies between 30-60 exhibit relatively higher monitor bugs (lift = 1.2).

In addition to the correlation between service properties and the broad causes of miss-detection, Section 4 also indicates a variation in "what to detect" and "how to detect" problems with respect to the lifecycle stage, functionality, and associated dependencies of the services. Therefore, we use the sub-labels for missing monitor/alert, improper monitor coverage, and incorrect monitoring logic and derive additional insights using associate rule mining. The associative rules and the corresponding lift values are as follows: What to detect defines service specific guidelines for monitor creation:

- Section 4 indicates correlation between the classes of monitors created and corresponding service functionality and lifecycle stage. For instance, higher association between cluster 12 (data management and payment gateways) and health checks.
- Monitors created for services from cluster 11 (Fraud detection, ERP) with 45-60 dependencies show higher association with authentication testing (Lift = 29).

Based on Section 4, "how to detect" (changes in alerting logic and coverage extensions) is closely related to dependency range, service functionality, and maturity of the service. We summarize insights on how to detect incidents for different services:

1. Services from cluster 2 (orchestration services that manages infrastructure) with more than 75 service dependencies shows higher associated with scenario extension (lift = 25).
2. Services that are in preview and depend on 30-45 services and services from cluster 2 (orchestration services that manages infrastructure) with 30-45 service dependencies exhibit association with severity extension (lift = 17 and 12).
3. Extension of monitor coverage in generally available cluster 0 services (includes tools for software development and IT operations) with 30-45 is often associated with granularity extension (lift = 17).
4. Extension of monitor coverage in generally available cluster 2 services (orchestration services that manages infrastructure) with 30-45 is often associated with breadth extension (lift = 12.7).
5. Modification of alert logic in cluster 11 (FinOps) services with 45-60 service dependency is often associated with modification of the signal used (lift = 60).
6. Modifying time window is the alert logic modification performed for Generally available cluster 12 (Financial Data Management & Payment Gateways) services with 60-75 service dependencies (lift=12).
7. Alert logic is extended for cluster 4 services (include data Governance service responsible for metadata management, data discovery, data classification, policy authoring, and enforcement) with 45-60 service dependencies (lift=60).

4.4.2 How Can We Improve the General State of Monitoring? Apart from the correlation between service properties and causes of miss-detection, results from Section 4.4.1 hints at inter-correlation between service properties and suggests the prospects for proactively suggesting monitors. Assuming that we have the information about services at a finer granularity, can we recommend monitors accounting for the various service properties? We illustrate this with an example from our data.

Here, we consider two historical incidents both having a severity level of 2. In the first incident, a service in a certain region could not connect to the database because the database lost its ability to open new SQL connections. This happened because of an SQL outage in the same region. However, the service was not monitoring for database connection failures and could not detect the incident. A repair item was identified to monitor for failed database connections. After sometime the second incident occurred (with a similar issue where a certain job got stuck because of enqueuing a partition took a long time) from another service, sharing more than 40% of the first service’s dependencies, and having a significant number of common monitors. It faced SQL timeouts, however, the incident was not detected by monitoring, but was rather manually observed. There is room for improvement in the monitoring, where the second incident could have been detected (and mitigated) early, by using the knowledge of the first incident and the common dependencies & monitors between the two services. An intelligent monitoring framework, that can capture these trends, and proactively suggest monitors (it would have suggested to monitor for database failures for the second service after the occurrence of the first incident) would go a long way in optimal detection of cloud incidents.

4.5 Threats to Validity

One potential threat to the validity of this study is the fact that 60% of the data into consideration was used for analysis. However, the use of instance selection framework for representative and diverse samples address the concerns over the generalizability of the findings. Further, we also analyze the distribution of service properties for selected data to ensure the trend remains same with respect to the overall data. The results, statistics and insights reported in this study should be interpreted within the context of the specific data and conditions analyzed. Our insights may not be generalized across all the services in Microsoft that was not considered in our study and may not represent the monitoring behaviour of other public cloud services. Furthermore, it is important to consider the possibility that the taxonomy developed in this study may evolve and new classes may arise over time. The construct threats to validity mainly lie in the used model version and parameters of the large language model. To reduce the threat from the parameters, we adopted the default parameters provided by the mature GPT-3.5.

5 RELATED WORK

Incident Management. Incident management has been an active area of research recently in software engineering community. There are several practical research challenges across the entire lifecycle of incident management including automated triaging [5, 11], safe deployment [31], diagnosis or root causing [6, 35] and mitigation [2, 27]. Recent efforts [41, 42] have focused on extracting structural
knowledge from incident reports for faster diagnosis. Ahmed et. al. [2] proposed to use state-of-the-art LLM models such as GPT-3.5 for automatically generating recommendations for root cause and mitigation plans when an incident occurs. Our work is complementary to these studies of research as the insights generated from this study will motivate future research on improving detection and further diagnosis of cloud incidents.

**Incident Detection.** Prior works on incident detection focus mainly on two directions. First, there have been several studies on analysing and detecting specific types of failures. Gunawi et. al. [21] characterize the symptoms and root-causes of fail-slow hardware failures by carefully studying 101 failure reports. In a similar direction, several study [33, 36] propose methods (e.g., IASO, OmegaGen and Panorama) for effective detection of fail-slow faults. Huang et. al. [25] propose techniques to detect grey (partial) failures that are difficult to detect due to differential observability, while [4, 39] provide techniques to quickly detect network failures by studying relevant incidents. The second thread of research, and more related to our work, focuses on developing end-to-end monitoring frameworks [29, 35, 40]. Li et. al. [30] developed a comprehensive data-driven framework for incident detection. [22, 26] propose monitoring tools for detecting network-related incidents. Roumani et. al. [40] propose to use machine learning and time-series based methods for forecasting future cloud incidents. Despite these efforts, miss-detection of cloud incidents poses a significant challenge in cloud reliability. We present a holistic study to uncover gaps in existing monitoring systems and provide insights on how the existing detection methods can be improved.

**Empirical Studies of Incidents.** There has been a significant amount of prior work has focused on empirical analysis of production incidents and outages. These can be categorized in two threads. First, several studies focused on understanding a specific type of production issues such as scalability bugs [28], crash recovery bugs [17], exception handling [10], upgrade failures [46], task scheduling failures [12] and network partitioning failure [3]. The second thread of research is on holistic understanding of a particular type of service [32, 49]. Liu et. al. [32] analyzed 112 production incidents from Microsoft Azure to analyze the type of software bugs. Ghosh et. al. [18] analyzed production incidents from Microsoft Teams service to identify common root cause and mitigation steps. Contrary to these efforts, we empirically studied detection problems across several services within Microsoft to understand monitoring gaps in large-scale cloud services. Further, by leveraging a multi-dimensional correlation analysis between service properties and monitoring gaps, we generate customized insights for improving existing monitoring systems

6 **CONCLUSION**

In this work, we conducted a large-scale study of production incidents at Microsoft from last year to understand the opportunities to further enhance cloud monitoring systems. For efficient categorization of miss-detection problems, we proposed the use of instance selection and make use of in-context inference for the data curation. The study provides a comprehensive taxonomy of major causes of miss-detection and the corresponding mitigation. We also provide deeper insights into their correlation with various service properties. Finally, we derived association rules to uncover insights for service teams, which will provide guidelines for future research in intelligent cloud monitoring system.
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